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Abstract

The essay compares Dorothy L. Sayers´s novel Murder Must Advertise to an adapted edition 

of Murder Must Advertise. The first aim of the essay is to investigate what has been changed 

in the process of adaptation. There are several changes that cannot be explained by the 

current guidelines for easy-to-read novels. A consequence of the unjustified changes is that 

the novel is more complex than it should be. The second aim is to look at how the adapted 

Murder Must Advertise encourages reading. It encourages reading through the simplified 

languge and plot, glossary lists and memorable ending.

Keywords: adaptation, adapted novel, Murder Must Advertise and Dorothy L. Sayers.
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Introduction: Two Versions of Murder Must Advertise and the Notion of Adaptation

In 1933 Dorothy L Sayers´s 10th novel, Murder Must Advertise, was published. In the novel the 

protagonist, Bredon/Wimsey, works undercover as a copy-writer at the advertising agency called 

Pym´s Publicity. At Pym´s a copy-writer named Victor Dean has died - and  Lord Peter Wimsey – or 

rather his alias Bredon is called in to solve the mystery. In the end of the novel the protagonist also 

not only solves the mystery of who killed Victor Dean, he  stops a criminal syndicate.

The story about Bredon/Wimsey´s work at Pym´s exists in a second edition with the 

same title and story because it was transformed into an easy-to- read novel in 19681. An easy-to-

read novel or adapted novel, which is the term I will use in this essay, is a transformed original text, 

which has been changed to fit new target groups. Two target groups will stay in my focus: 

handicapped readers and ELLs (English Language Learners).2 According to the international Easy-

to-read network, many people in these groups need simplified literature with easier content and 

language than standard  because the original version is too advanced for them to understand (the 

Easy-to-read network). 3

The fact that there are two editions of the same novel inspires a comparison between 

them. A comparative reading shows an obvious difference in the number of pages; the original is 

356 pages long while the adapted edition is only 112 pages long, which makes the adapted edition 

244 pages shorter than the original. The substantial difference in length raises questions about 

adapted novels. First, major changes must have taken place to shorten the original by two thirds. 

This situation increases the risk that major parts of Sayers´s original are lost since the aim of the 

adaptation is to make her novel easier to understand. When content and language is less 

complicated in the adapted edition, what has happened with Sayers´s story and characterization? 

This essay will look into this question. Second, according to the manager of the Swedish Easy-to-

1Aage Salling och Erik Hvid are the editors, but they had advisers from Finland, Germany, The Nertherlands, Norway 
and Sweden. The adapted Murder Must Advertise is an advanced novel. 
2

3 The Easy-to-read network provides information about adapted texts. 
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read foundation, Bror Tronbacke, a function of adapted novels can be to spark an interest in reading, 

and therefore the adapted novels must attract readers (6). 4Tronbacke´s statement is supported by 

Lotta Rosenström, also of the Swedish Easy-to-read foundation (1). Attractive features could be an 

intense introduction, logical leads and multi dimensional characters (Ephron 26). However, when 

the original edition has been adapted according to the current guidelines for adapted texts, and the 

layout, content and language of the original is transformed, one must ask how the transformed 

adapted edition encourages reading. This will also be discussed and analyzed in this essay. 

 This essay will proceed to compare the original (henceforth Murder 1) and the 

adapted edition (henceforth Murder 2) of Murder Must Advertise and focus on the two issues above. 

The first step in this investigation is to read the two editions of Murder Must Advertise, Murder 1 

and Murder 2. The second step is to compare three main areas of the current guidelines for adapted 

books: the layout of the novel, the content of the novel, and the question of simplified language5. 

The layout will mainly be examined by comparing the covers but also the layout of the pages, while 

changes in content will be analysed by a comparison of events taking place in the plot. The 

language issue is examined through close reading and the close reading will focus on how 

complicated the language is. 

In focus next are the finale and resonance. James Bell, who has written a guide book 

about novel writing, introduces the notion of resonance. According to Bell, each novel produces a 

lasting impression which he calls resonance. Resonance determines how the novel is remembered, 

and is primarily formed by the ending (108). James Bell divides endings into three groups: positive, 

ambiguous and negative. A positive ending is when the protagonist reaches the target, for example 

to catch a murderer. If it is uncertain if the murderer is to be caught or not the ending is ambiguous, 

while a murderer who escapes from the protagonist creates a negative ending. All these endings can 

4The Swedish Easy-to-read foundation is a Swedish organization that provides and publishes adapted texts, for example 

a newspaper, novels and information. 

5  The same guidelines are recommended by international and  Swedish organizations. 
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be combined with a complexity; a positive ending with complexity could be when the murderer is  

caught, but the protagonist sacrifices his or her marriage. All together, the result of a lost marriage 

overshadows the protagonist´s triumph and ends the novel in darkness (102). The finale and 

resonance will  determine whether the reader has a positive or negative feeling when he or she 

finishes the novel, and it is likely that a positive finale and resonance will encourage reading. So, to 

discover how the adapted edition encourages reading the finale and resonance are examined.

 So far a focus on reading and access to novels for everybody has been declared, and one 

reason is that the international United Nations stresses the need of literacy; in fact it views the 

ability to read as a human right (Unesco). Also, the ability and opportunity to read is emphasized in 

Sweden. For example, the Swedish government has given the Swedish Easy-to-Read foundation the 

mission to provide adapted texts and to function as a resource centre for adapted texts and novels. 

Its manager, Bror Tronbacke, states that literature increases our empathic skills because multiple 

perspectives develop our personalities (1).  The same argument is put forth by Lotta Rosenström 

and Lisbeth Rosenschöld in their report. Readers who find it demanding or impossible to read an 

original novel, for example dyslexics or deaf from childhood,  have less access to novels than other 

readers (Azbel 1). In general, it is often impossible for them to enjoy a novel because the literature 

are too complicated (Rosenschöld and Rosenström 1). 

Another person who has commented on adapted literature is Alex Ragan.  He comments on 

the use of literature in schools, and argues that adapted texts contribute to a better vocabulary and 

spelling in English for those who have English as a second language (3). In the beginning of the 

studies the vocabulary is poor, but as the vocabulary improves, real books instead of textbooks offer 

a chance to read. A reader may want to read a classic novel like Bram Stoker´s Dracula. In the 

original Dracula unfamiliar words will turn up frequently, and the reading experience may be 

negative when the reader has to look up these unfamiliar words. A better solution is to read the 

adapted edition of Dracula. In Sweden, many ELLs get to read adapted novels during their 
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education. In upper secondary school the pupils are supposed to read English texts. According to the 

syllabus, they should “develop their ability to read different types of texts for pleasure and to obtain 

information and knowledge” (Skolverket). This means that the teachers have to find short and long 

texts to hand out to the pupils. A short text may come from textbooks while an adapted novel is 

suitable as a longer text.  

Three Main Aspects of Adapted Texts

A general definition of what an adapted text is can easily be found on the websites of the 

international Easy-to- read network and the Swedish Easy-to-Read foundation. Both organizations 

focus on three main apsects: the layout, the content of the text and the use of simplified language. 

They agree about the aim of the adapted text; a text should be easy to understand and read. While 

this definition seems too shallow, Tronbacke complicates the general definition. He declares that 

general guidelines will help most of the readers who need adapted texts. Still, adapted texts are not 

that easy to hand out to a pupil or a disabled person because these readers probably have different 

problems with their reading. The pupil perhaps finds it easy to understand the story or setting but 

needs help to understand the words, while the disabled reader needs help to understand abstract 

ideas expressed in the novel. Also, Tronbacke stresses that a  reader´s needs may be more complex: 

a reader may not understand the words and be a dyslexic which complicates the situation (8ff). A 

third contribution to a definition of adapted texts comes from Alex Ragan. He discusses two groups; 

simplified and elaborated texts. In simplified texts complex language is eliminated so the reader  

grasps the main ideas of the text, while elaborated texts limit the ambiguity within the text (2).  

Ragan´s categories match the Easy-to-read network and the Swedish Easy-to-Read foundation 

definition since they also express a simplification of the language and adjusted content.  

The Easy-to-read network and the Swedish Easy-to-Read foundation also provide a more 

detailed definition6.  First, an adapted text must have a clear presentation so it will be easy to read 

6  In Bror Ingemar Tronbacke and Lotta Rosenström´s articles, but also the website of Easy-to-read network.
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the text. Tronbacke gives two examples; advanced words listed in a glossary list and wide margins 

and space between the lines. Other features are well-used pictures that clarify the message of the 

text, or are used to explain difficult words. Tronbacke also discusses the value of abstract pictures in 

adapted texts. He exemplifies how a non-realistic picture makes a message of feelings or 

atmosphere in the text clearer. However, pictures must not send messages that contradict the text 

because it would confuse the reader. But if the message does not confuse the reader the picture can 

be both concrete and abstract. Furthermore, Tronbacke discusses the importance of the cover. First, 

a successful cover provides information about the content so the reader gets a hint of the story. 

Second, the cover has an attractive appearance to attract the readers (9f). If the cover fulfils both 

criteria the reader knows some part of the story and longs to read the novel because he or she 

understands exactly how fun it will be to read the chosen novel. 

If the layout sends a message of an easy reading experience to the readers, the adaptation 

should also offer easier content than the original. The Easy-to-read network describes the changes 

that can be made in the content, such as reduction of events taking place, and points out that only 

the essential events should be kept in the adapted version (the Easy-to-read network). However, the 

Easy-to-read network not only discusses a simplified content, the essential events should also occur 

in a chronological and linear plot (the Easy-to-read network). Linear plot means that events occur 

with logical order one after another (Herbert 331). In the case of Murder 1 Bredon/Wimsey solves 

the mystery in a chronological and linear order: it starts with the arrival of Bredon/Wimsey at 

Pym´s  and ends with a solution of the crime. Since the linear plot already exists it does not have to 

be transformed to match the guidelines in Murder 2.  Tronbacke argues that when original 

characters are deleted or replaced a natural subtraction takes place which makes the adapted text  

shorter than the original (8). To sum up, every event, setting and character contributes to an 

improved understanding of the novel. Tronbacke´s arguments are supported by university Professor 

Linda Hutcheon at the University of Toronto. She argues that an elimination of characters and 
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worlds they inhabit are necessary to make a text adapted. Also, characters and their worlds can also 

be replaced with an alternative solution (12). Even if Hutcheon focuses on film adaptation, her 

descriptions of how the original work is changed are also relevant for adapted published texts. Most 

interesting is the method of strategy of replacement which gives a new plot in the adapted version. 

However, in the end there is the risk of changing the plot too much compared to the original.

While there is a possibility that the content is transformed too much, the last main 

focus of adaptations, the language certainly goes through major adjustments. An adapted language 

is simplified or “easier than standard language”. The simplified language must not be childish, 

instead the recommendation is to use adult language (the Easy-to-read network). Tronbacke agrees 

and develops on what the characteristics of adapted language are. First, it is concrete and preferably 

avoids metaphors. Second, difficult words are defined as words without a context, so in general 

difficult words do not have to be avoided, as long as they are explained by the context (8). Of 

course, pictures or glossary lists may explain advanced word. The Easy-to-read network also 

stresses the importance of explaining difficult words, but also that the reader needs an explanation 

of the context and backgrounds – without a disturbance of the flow of the text. If the flow is 

disturbed the reader starts all over again and reads the paragraph or sentence one more time. One 

further characteristic is short sentences with few subordinated clauses, even if it cannot be too short 

since the reader has to understand what is described. Hence, a longer text that clarifies the message 

of the text is easier to understand than an unclear shorter version of the same text (the Easy-to-read 

network). Many novels already fulfil these criteria because readers like an absorbing cover and a 

linear plot. In this case, the needs of the readers of Murder 1 and Murder 2 may not differ that 

much. The difference is that the readers of Murder 2 expect a certain clear layout, adjusted content 

and simplified language, while other readers cannot assume these features in his or her novel. 

Given these key features of adaptations one realizes the suitability of  adapting 

Murder 1. According to the American reviewer and editor for the magazine The Writer, Chuck 
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Leddy, it is an advantage if the original includes an exciting content since this will make it easier to  

create successful adaptations (8). With Chuck Leddy´s terms in mind it is interesting to consider the 

content of Murder 1. Murder 1 is thrilling, and the mystery the protagonist solves like a puzzle is 

one reason. In the beginning there are few leads, but more leads turn up towards the end, and the 

escalating stream of leads encourages the reader to try to find the solution, along with the 

protagonist. One further reason why Murder Must Advertise thrills are the unknown identity of the 

murderer. Tod Milligan is one suspicious character who may be the murderer but when he is 

murdered the reader understands that some one  else must have killed Mr. Dean. The murderer is 

therefore not only mysterious, but also willing to murder anyone who poses a threat to him or her. 

In short, Murder Must Advertise is a classic detective story since Mr. Dean´s death is the most 

important event, while all other events are a part of the puzzle to find out who killed him. 

The above description of Murder 1 tells about several features in its content that 

matches the ideal content of an adapted novel, but Murder 2 is still 244 pages shorter than Murder 

1. A consequence of the transformation may be even further  changes not based on the guidelines 

since the plot has carefully been worked. If these further changes exist Murder 2 is transformed in 

two ways; adjustments based on the needs of the new target group, but also unjustified changes that 

cannot be explained by the guidelines . 

In the end it means that Murder 2, without a natural reason, loses the features of 

Murder 1. Whether this has happened or not will be answered in this essay. Also, a novel of high 

quality creates an interest in reading, but is it possible that a simplified edition of the same novel 

has the capacity to create an interest in reading? The second aim of this study is to examine how 

Murder 2 creates an interest in reading through its layout, content and language. 
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The Attractive Appearance of the Covers

A natural first step before reading a novel is to look at the cover. Tronbacke declares the 

possibilities of a novel to attract the readers and encourage reading. It is interesting to notice how 

both covers try to attract their readers. A comparison of the covers points out a pattern: a title, the 

author´s name and a picture in the middle of the cover. However, the author´s name has been given 

various focus. At once the author´s name catches the interest on the cover of Murder 1 because her 

name is written in large letters demanding half the space of the cover. For the reader who reads 

other novels by Sayers the piece of information about the author´s name is maybe enough to choose 

to read Murder Must Advertise so it fulfils the purpose to attract its readers. Murder 2 draws the 

attention of the reader to the title rather than the author.  The title is placed on top of the cover  in 

bold black letters, except the letter “m” in “murder” which is coloured in orange. Sayers´s name is 

placed below the title, written in black ordinary letters, less visible than the title. 

A further difference is the pictures chosen for the cover. In the middle of the cover of 

Murder 1. There is an almost abstract picture showing a man in a suit falling down the stairs. The 

stairs are coloured in purple and around the man´s head is the colour red. Murder 2 sparks an 

interest with a drawn picture of a man wearing fancy clothes. He is scared and tries to escape the car 

that chases him even if his facial expression suggests that he will not succeed.  The picture is placed 

on a grey background, and the grey colour returns in the man´s outfit. The background of the 

picture is yellow, red and orange and around the man is the colour bright red, to catch one´s 

attention. Both pictures send messages of excitement, but Murder 2 asks an unanswered question: 

will he escape the car? A reader cannot know – unless she or he reads the novel. The question 

matches the guidelines because it asks the reader to open the novel in order to find out the answer. 

However, there is one motivated difference which I question. On top of the cover of 

Murder 1 it says “a Wimsey Mystery.” On the bottom of the cover is a quote from the newspaper 

Los Angeles Times that says “One of the greatest mystery story writers of this century.” First, the 
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quote mainly comments on Dorothy L. Sayers´s quality as a writer. It suggests that the novel has 

many qualities since Sayers is, based on the quote, an excellent author.  I think it should be a part of 

the cover of Murder 2 since it becomes obvious for the reader what kind of novel the adapted 

version is based on. Second, “Mystery” in “a Wimsey mystery” exemplifies what kind of novel this 

is.  I wonder if this piece of information, at least about the genre, is not useful for a reader who 

reads Murder 2.  Murder 2 does have an orange coloured  letter in “murder” which suggests a plot 

including death and violence, but it would be clearer with something like “mystery” on the cover.

In Murder 2 the reader will soon discover an airy text on every page, but also other 

features that differ  from Murder 1. First, there are several pictures illustrating selected parts of the 

story. These pictures make the layout clearer, but also provide a possibility to“see” what just 

happened in the text. Second, there is a glossary list on every page containing advanced words, 

according to the recommendations of the Easy-to-read network. Murder 2 has 147 written and 18 

drawn definitions, and it is interesting to notice that on the last 50 pages of Murder 2 there are 73 

written definitions and only four draw explanations. The written explanations are for example 

“handsome, good-looking” or “appearance, the way a person looks.” Expressions are also 

explained, like “where is the sense of, isn´t foolish to” (Sayers, 1968, 62f) 7. A positive effect of 

glossary lists is that by reading two pages in Murder 2  a reader will learn advanced words and one 

useful expression. Two pages in Murder 2 give a representative image of how the two alternatives 

of glossary lists, words and images, are combined; two words are explained in writing, “annoyed, 

irritated” and “loaded, ready to shot,” but there are also two pictures (28f). An envelope is the first 

picture, and simply is a drawn picture of an envelope. It is placed on the bottom of page and has no 

written explanation (28). The second picture is placed in the middle of page 29 and explains 

“collarbone.” It shows an upper part of a man’s body with an arrow directed toward his collarbone. 

The envelope picture is difficult to misinterpret, but “collarbone” could be misinterpreted. The 

7 Dian de Momerie says ”Where is the sense of going round each other like this?,” and ”isn´t foolish” explains what 
the expression means.
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reader might think “shoulder” or “neck” instead of “collarbone.” Of course, the alternative is to use 

a written  definition: bone linking the scapula and sternum. Naturally “bone linking scapula and 

sternum” demand further definitions so in this case the picture is to be preferred. Of course, more 

pictures makes the novel longer, but based on Tronbacke´s discussion it does not matter as long it is 

easy to understand. The written and drawn glossary lists make it possible to use words that are more 

advanced than standard language. These features match Tronbacke´s discussion on layout in 

adapted texts so in conclusion the difference is motivated. 

Motivated and Unjustified Changes 

So far it seems like the current guidelines explain the changes made, and most of the plot 

differences belong to the same category. According to the Swedish Easy-to-Read foundation 

motivated changes are for example a plot including only the most important events, and each event 

has to contribute to an increased understanding of the novel. In Murder 2 two characters are 

transformed; Ginger Joe and Mr. Tallboy.8 They turn up several times in Murder 1, for example 

when Ginger Joe conducts his own investigation of  Mr. Dean´s death. Ginger Joe´s contribution is 

crucial because he helps Bredon/Wimsey find the murder weapon.

Another missing event is closely connected to the man who turns out to be the murder, Mr. 

Tallboy, the piece of information how he regularly receives money from an unknown sender. What 

Mr. Tallboy does to earn the money is a mystery, and is in fact crucial for the solution of the crime. 

Given their importance in the original plot these events should be included in Murder 2, but they are 

not. In addition, Ginger Joe contributes to a wider image of Pym´s,  especially Ginger Joe who 

gives a better image of the hierarchy at the agency. Ginger Joe´s entrance makes it clear that not 

only copy-writers work at Pym´s. However, in Murder 2 when Bredon/Wimsey informs Chief-

Inspector Parker about how Victor Dean died Ginger Joe´s investigation is replaced9. 

8 Ginger Joe works as an office boy. Mr. Tallboy is the group-manager for Nutrax (an advertising campaign) and 
seems to dislike Bredon/Wimsey.

9 According Linda Hutcheon  events can be replaced in the adaptation. 
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Bredon/Wimsey bases his conclusion on Ginger Joe´s investigation, but never mentions Ginger Joe

´s name and work, hence the character Ginger Joe is entirely erased.  Personally, I think that it 

would have been better to bring Ginger Joe into Murder 2 since he is younger which might attract 

younger readers, but also because he is different from the other characters. He is a contrast to the 

world of advertising, and therefore he helps define the world of Pym´s more clearly.

Another diminished feature is Bredon/Wimsey´s, the protagonist, play on identities. 

He has four identities in total: Lord Peter Wimsey, Death Bredon, the cousin Bredon and Harlequin. 

All identities are mysterious and even if the others know his name they seldom know who the man 

in front of them is10. Still, they find him nice and care about what he has to say. One example of a 

missing event in Murder 2 is when three people individually think about him at the same time. Their 

relationships to Bredon/Wimsey are separate but they cannot stop thinking of who he is and what he 

wants. When they struggle with their curiosity they make it clear how advanced the protagonist´s 

game is. He appears to be superior  to everybody else, and since this play on identities is missing in 

M2 the readers never understand how skilled Bredon/Wimsey is. Additionally, the confused 

characters describe the reader´s possible thoughts and define the situation as it is in the novel. After 

reading a few chapters they probably wonder what Bredon/Wimsey does with four identities. How 

will Bredon/Wimsey  convince his colleagues at Pym´s througtout the novel? Is Harlequin going to 

return and chase Victor Dean´s former girlfriend again? The reader of  Murder 2 will not ask these 

questions because he or she is not aware of how the protagonist tricks the others, and he or she will 

never read about a very entertaining play on identities.  

A second example how the protagonist plays on his identities as part of a game is his 

relationship to Dian de Momerie.11 She is present in both editions, but her character is diminished in 

Murder 2. A missing event makes the story in Murder 2 hard to understand. Bredon/Wimsey is 

dressed as a Harlequin when he meets de Momerie for the first time. Later Harlequin returns to find 

10  It could be Bredon/Wimsey, Harlequin or the cousin Bredon.
11  Dian de Momerie is Victor´s former girlfriend.
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out what she knows about Victor Dean´s death. The reader of Murder 1 understands why 

Bredon/Wimsey is dressed as a harlequin when their second meeting takes place, but due to the 

missing introduction of Harlequin the situation is unclear in Murder 2. The protagonist´s behaviour 

seems unnatural and strange, and the reader may ask why Bredon/Wimsey looks like a harlequin. It 

would be better if Dian de Momerie´s information about Victor Dean became public in a similar 

way as Ginger Joe´s information does in Murder 2. Bredon/Wimsey could tell about what happened 

when he chased Dian de Momerie, and in the same story tell about their first meeting at the 

masquerade. The reader would then get all the necessary information and enjoy the thrill of Dian de 

Momerie escaping the disguised Bredon/Wimsey. 

A third example of the multi dimensional protagonist is that everybody knows him as 

Bredon at Pym´s. In Murder 1 two secretaries find his behaviour strange12.  Bredon/Wimsey´s 

explanation convinces them and they no longer suspect him of having a hidden agenda.13 This is 

cleverly done because it opens up for a backup identity in case of unexpected meetings during his 

investigation. Another character, Miss Meteyard, discovers that Bredon/Wimsey is not who he 

claims to be.14 In Murder 1 she is sure because she has seen Bredon/Wimsey in a magazine 

revealing his real name, while in Murder 2 it is briefly described thus, “this puzzled Miss Meteyard 

very much because she thought she had found out that Bredon really was Wimsey” (Sayers, 1968, 

106). First, there is no confirmation of her discovery, which leaves the reader in a state of 

uncertainty. Second, it is a termination of Bredon/Wimsey´s work a Pym´s, even  if it is very vague. 

It must be concluded that the personnel at Pym´s never get to know who  Bredon/Wimsey really is 

in Murder 2. The complete image of the protagonist and his clever game of four parallel identities is  

lost. The adventures of the secretaries and Miss Meteyeard´s discovery are not main events, but 

give further details in Murder 1 about Bredon/Wimsey. Also, a thrilling detail is that 

12  Miss Parton and Miss Rossiter get suspicious when they discover Bredon/Wimsey looking at the salary list. Later 
when they see him get arrested outside the office they question his identity. 

13  According to Bredon/Wimsey it was his cousin who was arrested outside Pym´s.
14  Miss Meteyard is a copy-writer at Pym´s Publicity, and she chooses to keep her secret until she knows why a lord is 

pretending to be  Mr. Bredon. 
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Bredon/Wimsey might get exposed due to these women’s knowledge, and it keeps the reader 

interested until the end. 

Adjusted and Uncomplicated Language According  to the Guidelines

 A comparison of the same event show that the language in Murder 2 is a simplified language. 

Bredon/Wimsey reads a letter that Victor Dean wrote before he died. In Murder 2 the event is 

described with easier word  and has a less number of words than in Murder 1.

Murder 1:
He filled himself a pipe and sat for time staring at this list. Then he 
searched in a drawer and produced a piece of notepaper, which seemed to 
be an unfinished letter, or the abandoned draft of one.

“Dear Mr. Pym, - I think it only right that you should know that there is 
something going on in the office which undesirable, and might lead to 
serious-“

After a little more thought, he laid this document aside and began to 
scribble on another sheet, erasing and rewriting busily. Presently a slow 
smile twitched his lips.
“I´ll swear there´s something in it”, he muttered, “something pretty big. 
But the job is to handle it. One´s got to go for the money – but where´s it 
coming from? Not from Pym, I fancy. It doesn´t seem to be his personal 
show, and you can´t blackmail a whole office. I wonder, though. After all, 
he´d probably pay goof to prevent-“

He relapsed into silence and meditation (Sayers, 1995, 25).

Murder 2:
He filled himself a pipe and sat for some time staring at the list. Then he 
searched in a drawer and took out a piece of paper, which seemed to be 
an unfinished letter. “DEAR MR. PYM, - I think it only right that you 
should know that there is something going on in the office which 
dangerous, and might lead to serious-“

After a little more thought he put this document aside and began to write 
again. “I´ll swear there´s something in it”, he said to himself, “something 
pretty big. But the job is to handle it. One´s got to go for the money – but 
where´s it coming from? Not from Pym, I fancy. It doesn´t seem to be his 
personal show, and you can´t blackmail a whole office. 

He sat silent, thinking (Sayers, 1968, 13).
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The description is quite similar except changes are made based on the guidelines.  Murder 2 has less 

advanced language, for example “he said to himself” instead of “he muttered”. The same happened 

with “began to scribble on another sheet, erasing and rewriting busily” rewritten to “to write again.” 

In Murder 1 the reader can imagine him when he writes busily or when he is not satisfied with the 

situation. The layout is also changed; “dear Mr. Pym” is written with capital letters to make it  

clearer that a letter starts. One phrase has been deleted “I wonder, though. After all, he´d probably 

pay goof to prevent-.“ The phrase is not essential because it only suggests that Bredon/Wimsey 

continues to reflect upon what Mr. Dean´s letter means. In total, the adapted short text that tells how 

Bredon/Wimsey sits, reads and thinks out loud does not replace the circumstantial atmosphere 

found in Murder 1. An alternative way to put this is that the reader of Murder 2 may grasp the 

action but lacks information about how the actions are fulfilled, which of course gives the reader a 

less detailed image of the event.  

A second comparison of the two quotes points out the difference in the atmosphere in 

Murder 1 and Murder 2. The atmosphere of the novel is not included in Tronbacke´s and Easy-to-

read network discussions, which is understandable since they put their focus on making texts easy 

to understand. But the Easy-to-read network maintains that the language must be realistic so the 

criteria exist to some extent.  A second comparison of another event from the first chapter, where 

the copy-writers and secretaries wait for Bredon/Wimsey to arrive, points out a major difference in 

atmosphere.

Murder 1: 
“It´s a new copy-writer “
“What, already?” exclaimed the young woman. “Before those old shoes 
were old! Why, they only buried little Dean on Friday.”
“Part of the modern system of push and go,” said Mr. Ingelby. “All very 
distressing in an old-fashioned, gentlemanly firm.Suppose I´ve got to put 
this blighter through his paces. Why I am always left with the baby?”
“Oh rot!” said the young woman, “you´ve only got to warn him to not 
use the directors´lav, and not to tumble down the iron stairs.”
“You are the most callous woman, Miss Meteyard. Well, as long they 
don´t put the fellow in with me- (Sayers, 1995, 2)
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Murder 2:
“Hello, angels” said Miss Rossiter brightly. “There´s a new copy-writer 
coming.”
“Poor fellow” said the man who was reading a novel and eating biscuits.
“What´s his name?” asked another.
“Bredon”
“Where does he come from?”
“Oh, there is Mr. Ingelby. He will know. Coffee,  Mr Ingelby? Have you 
heard anything?”
“Forty-two” said Ingelby. “No sugar thanks. Never been in advertising 
before.”
“Dear me” said Miss Meteyard (Sayers, 1968, 6)

While Murder 2 introduces Bredon/Wimsey, Murder 1 makes fun of the new copy-writer and Victor 

Dean. The communicative style between the person who believes that is will be his job to supervise 

Bredon/Wimsey and Miss Meteyard is informal and frank. She knows that she can joke about the 

iron stairs where a man recently died. The man´s response is fierce and he calls her “callous.” In 

Murder 2 they still gossip, but Miss Meteyard feels sorry instead of making fun of  Bredon/Wimsey. 

In general, the personnel behave kindly and politely, and it seems like they know that 

Bredon/Wimsey is to experience difficult times at Pym´s Publicity. One man expresses this with the 

phrase “poor fellow.” A consequence of the changes is diminished features and arguable less 

entertaining novel; in short, Murder 2 is informative while Murder 1 informs and entertains. 

Similar but Varied Ending

In Murder 1 and Murder 2 the endings are positive with a complexity. In the end of the novel Mr. 

Tallboy is confronted by Bredon/Wimsey and explains how he killed Victor Dean. However, it is 

not so easy since Mr. Tallboy´s motive complicates the situation, and Bredon/Wimsey feels sorry 

for him because his motive was to protect himself from Victor Dean´s extortion15. A further reason 

why Bredon/Wimsey cares is that Mr. Tallboy´s has a wife and a young baby - how will they 

manage if Mr. Tallboy is sent to prison? Also, working at Pym´s the protagonist has come to know 

15  Victor Dean had found out why Mr. Tallboy regularly received money and blackmailed him to not tell about his 
involvement in a criminal syndicate.
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Mr. Tallboy and understands how he was tricked into helping a criminal syndicate. Strangely 

enough, he decides to give Mr. Tallboy, a murderer, a respectful death. Bredon/Wimsey, who 

suspects that Mr. Tallboy soon will get murdered therefore advices him to walk home. If Mr. 

Tallboy is murdered it will be possible to conceal his role in the drug distribution and his family 

does not have to suffer from his criminal actions. The effect of the complexity is a bit confusing, 

since the new information about Victor Dean turns him into a blackmailing and unpleasant man, 

while Mr. Tallboy turns into a sympathetic man. This means that the victim and murderer transform 

to the opposite image they had in the beginning of Murder Must Advertise. The perspective also 

changes in Murder 1 when the protagonist, as himself, visits Pym´s publicity. He not only ends his 

investigation, but also says goodbye to his colleagues. One person in the staff  is absent and 

Bredon/Wimsey is informed that Mr. Tallboy has been murdered16. Since the staff do not seem to 

know what Mr. Tallboy´s did to Victor Dean, Bredon/Wimsey´s plan to save Mr. Tallboy´s honour 

was successful. Additionally, when the protagonist returns as Bredon/Wimsey he twists everything 

back to normal. The reader knows that Bredon/Wimsey´s time at Pym´s has come to an end, so they 

move on. Bredon/Wimsey returns to being a Lord and the reader hopefully reads another novel. 

Because the endings are almost the same they also have the same resonance. Resonance is 

important for an interest of reading because it decides what the reader thinks about the novel, but in 

the end of reading as such. A positive resonance is therefore hopefully to be found in Murder 2. It is 

important to remember that a positive resonance must be memorable, but not necessarily a happy 

ending. In Murder 2 the last page ends with a dialogue17. The same dialogue is included in Murder 

1, but Murder 1 ends with short slogans.

Murder 1:
What´s this Whiffling business, Alf?”
“I dunno, some advertising stunt or other. Cigarettes, ain´t it?”
“Oh, Whifflets?”
“I suppose so.”
“Wonderful how they think of it all. What´s about it anyway?”

16  His death is seen as an unfortunate accident and many wonder what is going to happen to Mr. Tallboy´s family.
17  Mr. Tallboy has left Bredon/Wimsey and Chief-Inspector Parker calls to invite him to celebrate the victory.
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“Gawd knows. Here, let´s get a packet and see.”

 Tell England, Tell the world. Eat more Oats. Take Care of your 
Complexion. No More War. Shine your Shoes with Shino. Ask your 
Grocer. Children Love Laxamalt. Prepare to meet thy Good. Bung´s 
Better Beer.  (Sayers, 1995, 356).

Murder 2:
“We have got old Cummings, too, of course. He turns out to be the top-
man of the whole show; and Dr Garfield. Everything is in order. Now we 
have only got to find your murderer, what is his name, and everything in 
the garden will be lovely.”
“Lovely,” said Wimsey with some bitterness. “Simply lovely.”
“Wait a minute till I have cleared up here, then we will go out and 
celebrate.”
“Not to-night,” said Wimsey. “I don´t feel quite like celebrating 
(Sayers, 1968, 112).

In the quote from Murder 2 Bredon/Wimsey´s ironical response is said “with bitterness” (Sayers, 

1968, 112) and it creates mixed feelings. He should be excited, instead Bredon/Wimsey´s last words 

“I don´t feel quite like celebrating” (Sayers, 1968, 112) makes it clear how sad he is. One 

explanation to the substantial difference between Parker´s and Bredon/Wimsey´s mood is that 

Parker is unaware of Mr. Tallboy´s destiny. In fact, it is likely that Mr. Tallboy dies while Parker and 

Bredon/Wimsey talk, so even if Bredon/Wimsey and Parker stopped drug distribution and the future 

is brighter, four people die. To summarise, in the end the question of who killed Victor Dean and 

why are answered, and the last page combines a feeling of success and sadness. The reader 

understands the conflict within the protagonist and may reflect upon his active choice to help Mr. 

Tallboy´s family. In total, the ending is memorable and therefore the resonance is positive. 

Whereas Murder 2 stops after the solution of the crime, Murder 1 not only terminates 

the protagonist´s play on identities, it also summarizes the purpose of Pym´s campaigns and 

changes the narrative perspective. For the first time advertising is viewed from the customers´ point 

of view. These two men are symbols of all consumers, and it is obvious that they have a distanced 

relationship to the world of advertising. One man even says “Wonderful how they think of it all” 

(Sayers, 1995, 356) which shows little knowledge of how copy-writers work. While distanced from 
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the world of advertising, this representative consumer responds to the product advertised: he asks 

about a product. The last words are exhortations which encourage a change with slogans like “Eat 

more Oats” or “No More War” (Sayers, 1995, 356). In Murder 1 Bredon/Wimsey and the other 

characters are left behind, and the notion of a bright future is introduced. The vision of a better 

world in the future combined with a changed perspective is memorable and probably sparks an 

interest in reading. 

In my introduction I stressed two issues related to adaptation, and especially focused 

on a possible distance between the original and the adaptation. The purpose has never been to 

question adapted novels, but to examine what exactly in the original was transformed when Murder 

Must Advertise was adapted.  The result is interesting because it confirms that Murder 2 has the 

same story as Murder 1, and that most of the changes are based on the current guidelines for 

adapted texts. 

This comparison can also describe the consequences of the guidelines. For example, 

several characters are diminished in Murder 2, and the simplified content transforms Murder 2 into 

a fairly uncomplicated murder story, instead of a complex novel like Murder 1. For example, 

Murder 1 has multi dimensional characters, fierce communication and a well-developed story. 

Another effect is that the easier language does not include attitudes within the staff at Pym´s, 

attitudes creating images of not only the setting but also the characters. What the readers of  Murder 

2 think is impossible to state.18,. It is however crucial to remember that Murder 2 gives an 

opportunity to read a thrilling murder story.  The readers will understand why Mr. Tallboy killed 

Victor Dean, but will not get the atmosphere at Pym´s or how clever the protagonist is when he 

mixes four identities. 

Even if substantial amounts of transformation are motivated by the guidelines there 

18 It is impossible to say if the readers are satisfied or not without statistics that tell how popular Murder 2 is compared 

to alternative adapted novels.
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are unjustified differences between Murder 1 and Murder 2. To some extent these changes turn 

Murder 2 into an alternative story far from Dorothy L Sayers´s original. The unjustified changes 

make some parts incomprehensible, for example when  Harlequin is not introduced. Since these 

changes affected Murder 2 negatively, does Murder 2 fail to encourage reading? Murder 2 still 

encourages reading, and the adaptation very probably leads to a positive attitude towards reading in 

total. Additionally, the choice to adapt Murder Must Advertise was wise since it had many of the 

qualities an adapted novel must have. In this discussion one must keep in mind what the target 

groups are. The girl or boy who finally finishes a novel understands more English. Her or his 

satisfaction is positive, which encourages reading so that maybe the reader will read another novel. 

If Murder 2 has this affect a less interesting story is the price an adapted novel has to pay to be 

accessible for the ELLs and disabled people who want to explore literature. 

In the future it would be interesting to examine resonance in other adapted novels. In 

Murder 1 and Murder 2 the resonance is positive, but there is a substantial difference in what the 

endings include.  Another subject to look closer at is how teachers work with adapted novels in 

schools. A possible issue to focus on would be how the characters and setting can become more 

alive in the pupil´s fantasy. Imagine a teacher giving an adapted novel to his or her pupil, and at the 

same time, in English, creating a feeling of the setting and characters –  that be a perfect  

combination of reading and listening.
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